Effects of isoprenaline on tonic tension and Na-Ca exchange in frog atrial fibres.
The action of isoprenaline, a purely beta-agonist, was investigated on frog atrial fibres under voltage clamp conditions; tonic tension was induced by long depolarizing pulses and the outward delayed current simultaneously developed. The cumulative dose-response curves showed that isoprenaline increased the peak of tonic tension in the concentration range 10(-8) to 3. 10(-6) mol.l-1, with a maximum effect for 10(-6) mol.l-1. The positive inotropic action of isoprenaline was associated with an increase in the rates of tension rise and of relaxation. Isoprenaline also increased the amplitude of the outward delayed current in a dose-dependent manner. The effects of isoprenaline (10(-6) mol.l-1) on tonic tension and outward delayed current were not observed in the presence of propranolol (10(-7) mol.l-1). Experiments carried out in low-sodium solution demonstrated that the action of isoprenaline on tonic tension can be explained by activation of Na-Ca exchange; the enhanced relaxation might result from the same process. These results suggested that the positive inotropic action of isoprenaline is mediated not only by the well-known increase in the slow inward current but also by activation of the Na-Ca exchange mechanism.